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in this episode i talk to the founder and president of spark collection,
irene kang. i found out through our conversation that she started a
nonprofit called spark collection books to teach kids to read in their

asian languages. we talk about the initial reaction to spark collection
books and what is the impact of the books on kids. i also learn how it all
started and how she transitioned from business to nonprofit. and finally,

i ask her what is one of the most important lessons she learned from
her first book my favorite gift. all that and more on this episode of
northwestern intersections with irene kang! download talbis iblis
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commands but even if most terrier owners dont work their dogs,
modern events still exist to recognize the dogs bloody ancestral roots.

terrier owners participate in field events intended to mimic hunts where
dogs race through manmade tunnels and dens to earn titles, like the
american kennel club sanctioned earthdog tests. a recent addition to
the faux-hunt scene, barn hunt, is even meant to specifically recreate

the experience of rat hunting, sans rat killing. missouri dog-owner robin
nuttall was inspired to create barn hunt by her own dogs, a doberman

named calla and two miniature pinschers, zipper and prada, who
occasionally catch and kill voles. she wanted to enter them in trials, but
many accept only breeds traditionally bred for killing vermin. barn hunt
accepts all breeds of dogs, and since nuttall held her first trial in april
2013, there have been over 200 trials held and 3,400 dogs have been

registered to take part.
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For our kids that need to learn that language, having a good, high
quality school is in order. But for everybody else, just to have English

as the only language will be an enormous improvement. There will
be lots of people who won't speak English well, but if everybody

speaks English well, then at least we've made one step forward. And
I think that's really a good thing. Gingrich has already come to this

conclusion. He said that in his state if a school is on a reservation, or
if a school is on the Navajo reservation, they are already bilingual, so
it's not a change that's going to cause any difficulty. He was sitting

in with our governors, and he said that's the issue. You've got people
who go to school in a community where the language of the school is

English. And then you go to school in one of the states where the
language is Spanish, or in one of the states where the language is
Chinese. And to expect those people to speak English just like a

citizen would, and use English as the only language, and not
understand other people when they communicate with them is

something that makes no sense. I think it's time to cut off the baby
and kill the bathwater, and make sure that people can know how to
communicate in English. So I'd say the solution is make English the
official language of the United States. But that's not the answer for
everybody. But even though there are reports of success, there are

still many kids who are suffering greatly. We have eight public
schools that are under desegregation orders for these two schools.
We have one public school that no longer has any students that are

learning English. 5ec8ef588b
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